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Visually stunning apartment - Mock Georgian facade - Three minute
walk from Three Bridges station - Two double bedrooms - Private
allocated parking.
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Only a three minute walk from Three Bridges station, this first floor, two bedroomed apartment is visually stunning, set inside a mock Georgian facade, flanked by
columns around the porticos, with a large gravel driveway leading to the private allocated parking area to the front of the buildings. This building oozes character and
also possesses large private communal gardens to the rear of the buildings with mature planted borders and topiary framing the large lawned areas.

The apartment comprises two double bedrooms (the master being extremely large for an apartment) with a range of both built in and free standing wardrobes
complimenting the matching bedroom furniture. The lounge is also large enough to form a separate seating area containing plush leather sofas to relax on whilst
watching your 32" flat screen TV, and a dining area furnished with glass and leather dining suite and chairs. The kitchen is lovely, with a range of extremely modern
fitted units housing all of the appliances which are included as standard with this apartment. There is a large family bathroom which is completely tiled in "cool-decor"
white tiles with contrasting ceramic floor. The bathroom contains both a bath and a high mounted power shower head.

The apartment is in easy walking distance of the local shops, supermarket, gym and Three Bridges train station, and is perfectly placed within the local school
catchment area. Should you require the road network, then Manor Royal business quarter is only a five minute drive, with the M23 and Gatwick Airport only 8 minutes
away.

The apartment is freshly decorated in a neutral tone paint scheme, and also benefits from Canadian Maple laminate floors, soft Berber style carpets and a halogen
recessed lighting system. Overall this apartment is a great size, in a lovely character building, in a convenient and discrete location, and furnished and decorated to an
extremely high standard. What more can you want??

ABOUT US:-

Onerent is an independent landlord, and we own or privately manage all of the properties that we offer for rental. We specialise in the provision of comfortable and
clean fully furnished rental properties, and you are assured of a service and quality that you will not have previously experienced with either an estate agent or
relocation service.

All of our properties are selectively purchased to ensure that our tenants enjoy the very best positions and locations on the rental market with regards to local amenities
and travel criteria. We supply accommodation to most of the major corporate entities in the UK, either directly or through most of the business relocation companies,
and our experience and client base ensures that your rental experience will be of a standard that is more than acceptable on both a business and private basis.

Please call us on 0800 027 5660, and we will furnish you with all of the information that you require to make your stay as pleasant as possible.
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